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Reluctant to spea k into tape-recorder ; suggests that we discuss 
the questions without the tape s, making notes of what he is 
prepared to p ut on record . 

FREEDCN RADI O: They existed many years before the NCL . It was 
a project of J ohn Lang's . La ng was prosecute d for this . Most 
of the people involved were f ellow ex-servicemen. It was one of the 
" last gasps of the Torch commando" in a way. There was not very 
much of it in Cape Town - - it was centred mainl y in the Tvl. 
John Lang, who was the "moving spirit" , connected with us in 
Cape Town and with others in J ohannesburg, Who the others were 
I have forg otten if I've ever known. Cannot remember when it 
was. The case should be RegiBa v Lang and others or something 
like that. The story was feature d in the Cape Times with a p icture 
of J ohn Lang , It was quite a cel ebrated case at the time. It 
had a lot to do with the Coloureds being removed off the vote rs' 
r_oll. It was in that period. We met only ~ ce with them. There 
wAS a lot of bonhomie, but they we~ fighting the Boer 
War , and as a unit, they went their way again . Freedom Radio 
came and went in the SO's; - the people i n volved were all in touch 
with Lang. He tried to put us in touch with them and form a large 
underground organisation. Lang was the grandson or great-grandson 
of John Fraser, a Free State man, who might even have been in the 
constituent assembly , who wrote a great book about the Transvaal 
as seen by a Free S tate man. It was f devastating stuff. The Free 
State saw it self as a model republic, and Fraser was appalled by 
some of these barbaric Transvaal types. J ohn Lang was not really 
anti-republican ; he shared that antipathy (to that Transvaal 
attitude? ) 

There was no contunuity between Freedom Radio and the NCL. As 
a matter of fact, none of the members of Freedan Radio were present 
at the founding meeting of the NCL . Not even Lang was there . Hera 
ran into some trouble with the Speci al Branch in about 1961 , and 
left the country. NCL formed out of nuclei merginf without formal 

ACTIVITY BEFORE lS 02: There most definitely was NCL activity 
before 1962. When MK fired their first shots, as it were, on 
December 16 1961, they issued a statement in which they referred 

e --to the fact that another organisation was already in the field. 
~ Itn i s in fact mentioned in sane histories of the struggle . 
/ "Monty Berman would know about this, since he was involved . That 

was also a Transvaal centred thing -- nothing much had happened 
in the Cape by then except for planming and discussion. Another 
person who might Know is Michael Schneider. He was active in 
Johanneburg before he moved down to Cape Town. I think he was a 
member of the Jewish Board of Deputies a few years ago. You might 
try to trace him through them. The referencP ~ · - -~i~orial 
of January 1962 edition of The New African to _ 
non- raci a 1 cooperation between organi sati ons l t ea .,:_ _ _ _ v-1.-

r~ sabo tage was a reference to the NCL's activities. Qf course we ~: .. ....,.,~ _;:_ u were t he New Afr ican as well . 

-•\I'" ·. · Themerger between the NCL, AFM and SL: It was never a coal i t i on 
. , ~ ~ · a s s J:ch . It was a meeting of a number of indivi duals who happened 

t o b e members of otner organisations as well. There 
The . AFM was closest to a merger between different organisations • 

. ~ -r-~ . As- ~ n o r ganisation they were also the most ~gadowy and difficult 
~ ·'"'.~· .,,..to -desc r i be . 

,. ~ -L _ ... 



There was a definite effort to recruit more members, although 
there was never a membership drive as such. I distinctly re
memoer goi~g away from a meeting with the commitment to get 
more members for the group . So there was a definite effort to get m 
members. There was also an effort to avoid recruiting certain type 
types of people; those who were (a) in the public eye and (b) 
whose sudden absence from an organisation would be noticed . Likely 
people were also discussed by the organisation. People were 
vetted very carefully, with their reactions to the idea of illegal 
action and so on being carefully noted. There was a slight and 
unfortunate preponderance of UCT graduates, who tended to be a bit 
of a hotbed, and who always wanted to Know a bit more. So some 
information did spread around. But on the whole we were very 
secure; people were known only to those in the cell they were 
recruited into. When Leftwich was arrested, they said a girl 
from Bellville South was arrested with him. I thought at the time 
thank God, she's got nothing to do with us. I thought she was 
a coloured girl, in fact . And then it turned out she was a member. 

- · The NCL was formed by members of various bodies. It arose 
out of informal association between various nucliei . Lang and 
Berman got together. Which is strange because Lang was a fierce 
anti-Communist, more than an anti-Republican. He was good 
friends with Monty and Myrtle. 

I don't know much about the AFM. I knew about three of the members 
Two of them are members mentioned in the Race Relations list. 
I knew the two who came through to Cape Town once and one other 
guy. And Milton Setlapello. He ' s in England although he has changed 
his name. He was closely in touch with the Bermans. Myrtle - 
unless she has burnt it, must have a file about a foot thick 
about the correspondence relating to him. ½" Operation D" 
failed because the ANC caused problems . They would not give him 
the necessary accreditation. 

I feel a bit uncomfortable about the lable "anti-comrnlimist". So 
much of it was more of an anti - Congress Alliance sentiment. You 
know, feeling against the white COD tail wagging the ANC dog. In 
fact if you read histories of the period you will find that the 
pro- communist element in the ANC was the more conservative one. 
The anti-communist trend was closer to the ANCYL, and the pan
Africanists who wnnt on to form the PAC . I am not sure where the 
AFM fitted in . The people in the AFM, I think, were more interested 
-~- ~orking in a rion-racial organisation than in a multi-racial 
organisation like the Conress alliance. Although it might have 
contained some doctrinaire socialist members. I met a fourth rr;~~ guy in a car with Eisenstein once. This fellow was with the ANC, 

~ though . 

The commanche aeroplane, the Torquil: that's another whole book 
I cannot commenton that. You mi These are all facts that could be 
solicited from Berman. 

The relation between the NCL and MK, PAC: We wanted to work with 
t hem • • • I have recollections of disappointments. Our objective was 



to keep on trying. The F.A.C. was destroyed, of course, by their 
suicidal policy of putting their leaders in the front line. ::io 
the P . A . C. leaders were all in jail. The internal leaders were 
second- tier people; and they were not interested, There was this h 
horrible phrase of "non-fraternisation. 

MK: Anti-communism did not really come into our relationship 
with Congress at the time. This was during the height of the 
cold war, - you must remember (and after 1956) and lots of Sold 
Communist Party people like Eddie Roux had left the people . And we 
thought the ones left behind must be real blood-dripping-from-
the teeth Staii"nistS:- It was that, more than an opposition 
to their ideology. Although there was a strong anti-Co C,:,oQ.:-<as s 
feeling among some people. In Cape Town the ANC was very 
weak, but there were some feelers and I do know that those feelers 
were not successful. They were feelers that were aimed more at a 
merger than merely working together on a project. I don't remember 
MK being present at any meeting. I was banned at the beginning 
of 1963, of course, and there were some meetings I did not attend. 

Grahamstown: I don't know anything about that, although you might 
want to investigate the possibility of its having been PE instead. 

The person to speak to about p;_etermari tzburg would be John Laredo 
who now lectures in AnthropoJ gy at the University of Bradford. 

Hour \.publi profile was, nil. i'le did not at that sta e t 
public-it . You mus un erstand t y e time we were caught 
we s 1.11 considered ourselves to__ne i a __ our early training_ stages. 
1 e saw it as being a long long haul. As a matter of fact I 
do remewiber there having been a "do it yourself kit" but it 
was never distributed. I might stil~ have a copy of it. T One 
problem was that so much time was spent in discussion, and then 
there was the problem of regional unevenness, and things were 
never ready, never ready. But certainly that was on the agenda. 
There was a lot of wild talk, of course, about teaching others 
how to make Molotov cocktails. Also this high-minded talk about 
not taking human life. The COD used to be very moralistic about 
violence . Saying that it would be wrong to release generalised 
black vimlence on the political scene. As if we all had a sacred du 
duty to keep it from happening. Violence was permitted elsewhere 
but in SA it was not the same thing. And th ~ COD took it upon 
itself to preach that this must not happen . So one of the 
aspects about not spreading this information had to do with this 
notion of containing violence, keeping it scientifiv. 

Our objective was to achieve such a mighty event that other organi-
sations would have to/want to negotirt te "-ii tho usproducing a 
linking up cf the divided libertion fbrc~J, with ou~selves 
through t~chnic~l competence and skill having if not a central then 
a viable position in such an alliance. Sharpeville had played a 



role there . Suddenly the PAC had managed to suspend pass laws 
for howeve short a time and South Africa was world news. And re 
lations between the ANC and PAC attained a low ebb of bitter
ness So there was a lot of repair worK needed. 

There was a lot of political discussion in the NCL but not 
enough. In all probability I , with my loathing of ideology was an 0 

obstacle. Baruch and others were more interested in programmatic 
political documents. But I don ' t Know to what extent our views 
were shared. In an organisation liKe that you don ' t have a constit 
uent assembly where you hammer out political doctrine. That ' s 
why you have to be so careful when recruiting. 


